• How if you’re considering purchasing a home,
substantial bargains await the patient shopper

Each chapter closes with a key takeaway for
investors, as well as expert answers to real questions
from listeners of Goldseek.com Radio.
Money management, limiting losses, and trend
identification have always served investors well.
Today, they are more important than ever. Wealth
Building Strategies in Energy, Metals, and Other
Markets provides you with the tools and tips
necessary to profit in today’s global economy.

Are your investments “good as gold”?
In Wealth Building Strategies in Energy, Metals, and Other Markets, Goldseek.com
Radio’s Chris Waltzek provides extensive historical, fundamental, and technical
evidence supporting precious metals as the ideal investment class for years to come.
In fact, for those investors searching for the “perfect investment,” nothing outshines
precious metals—specifically, gold—in protecting wealth. But, it’s not the only
way to both safeguard your investment and profit in today’s topsy-turvy economy,
because Waltzek also details:
1 Wealth building strategies in stocks and energy commodities
2 The housing crisis, and how to identify real bargains in real estate
3 The land mine–laden banking industry, and how to protect what you’ve earned

CHRIS WALTZEK is the host, executive producer,
and writer of Goldseek.com Radio, a weekly
2-hour broadcast covering the financial industry
and featuring guests like Steve Forbes, Ron Paul,
and Jim Rogers. Waltzek also produces Goldseek.
com’s Spotlight Picks Newsletter. He attended KSU
on a Presidential Scholarship, graduating with a
dual MBA in Business Economics and Information
Systems. He is currently a Business PhD candidate
at NCU. He worked as an industry analyst at
Jones, Day, Reavis, Pogue, one of the nation’s
largest law firms. Waltzek is a member of the
International High IQ Society.
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A sophisticated investor’s guide to profiting in the new economy, Wealth Building
Strategies in Energy, Metals, and Other Markets is a provocative and insightful
examination of safe and profitable investment opportunities for every investor,
regardless of experience or income.
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• How and why to replace credit cards with an
emergency cash fund

IN ENERGY, METALS, AND OTHER MARKETS
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• Why keeping cash reserves in a home safe is a
prudent thing to do
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Not too long ago “money in the bank” meant that
something was not only a safe bet, but practically
a sure thing, as well. That was then. Today, banks
are failing in alarming numbers (according to the
FDIC, more than 225 banks in almost 40 states
since 2008). And Wall Street continues to be
up big one day and down even bigger the next.
If your money is in either a bank or the stock
market, it’s a gamble. And one that’s anything but
a safe bet, let alone a sure thing. So how does the
sophisticated investor respond when questioned
about where he’s putting his money? If he’s traded
paper (stocks) for precious metals, he says, “I’m
golden.” Are you gambling with your money, or
are you golden?
In Wealth Building Strategies in Energy, Metals, and
Other Markets, Chris Waltzek—host of Goldseek.
com Radio—provides you with the secrets to
successfully investing in an economic environment
where anything goes and no one seems to know
why or where it will go next. You’ll learn Waltzek’s
proprietary investing system, a proven system built
around a portfolio rich in energy and precious
metals. Topics include:
• Price behavior/trend investing
• Why precious metals—specifically, gold—are the
ideal insurance plan for any portfolio, and the
ideal investment class for years to come
• Why peak oil/soaring global demand make
energy investments a must-have
• How identifying and conquering personal
weaknesses can vastly enhance trading discipline
and the performance of your portfolio
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